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virality appears spontaneous



content farm



Digital and in-person immersive ethnography

• Immersive ethnography 
• digital and IRL

• My own page

•60 Interviews content creators
• White, age 25 – 50
• Entertainers / Artists: 47 
• Magicians: 22  



Digital and in-person immersive ethnography





working with algorithms



content moderation algorithms
recommender algorithms

step-by-step codes for computers to act on data



“So cringe!” 
– Alex, live streamer

the puzzle 



Labor Process

•Datafication
•Alienation
• Simplification
• Replication
•Gamification
• Fusion 

Q: How do creators interact with algorithms?

•  the anticipation of algorithmic values
•  the reproduction of algorithmic values 
•  the performativity of algorithms

Creative Decisions



1. datafication



“What we do for these silly little videos is very 
scientific.  We don’t post just random videos.” 

“following a formula.”  

“mathematical.” 



Cringe
Silly
Mindless
Shitainment

2. alienation  (from taste) 

If people wanted the avante garde, we’d give 
it to them.  But they want dumb ass shit.

- Will, filmmaker 



2. alienation (from body)

I think that works: her face, her ass.  Face, ass.    People will watch that. 
- On set with Will, filmmaker



2.  objectified body limits : cat-and-mouse “attention games”

“People will think they’re gonna see up her skirt… but don’t 
actually show her cooter.”  On set with Addie and Elsa



You’re not doing it right until the 
mean comments come in. 

– Jude, magician

My little comment has been like, “it turns out my dignity online 
has a price, and the price of my dignity, monthly, is $80,000. I’m 
a hundred percent good with that price.”    - Madison, singer

2. alienation (from audience)

(not relational work, Bayme 2016)



YT communities: personal authenticity

“real passion” for plant-based food
#fishgate (Christin 2021)

“normal people,” “fake” videos

Viral: situational authenticity Influencers: personal authenticity

2. alienation leads to inauthentic content



3. simplification

We lean heavily into all the stereotypes. 
We've been halfway through a video before 
where it was a criminal and a cop and Henry 
walks out and goes, “Why is the cop black? 
And the criminal white?  Swap the 
characters.” …  Like, if it’s a black person as a 
criminal, everyone’s gonna feel a certain type 
of way about it. ….   - Gil, actor

(metrics simplify value landscape, Nguyen 2021)



4. replication

Do people replicate, mimic, and copy us?  100%.  We copy them and 
they copy us.  And we don’t care.  If anything that’s a compliment to us 
and to them … If you're trying to go viral, you copy what works.                                                        

- Jules, magician



4. replication



situational authentic ity
 (side note: one outcome is “fake news”)

situational authenticity
+ theft

fake news



Addiction / Drugs / Dopamine
It's a dopamine addiction. 
That's what social media is, so 
you get addicted to the 
dopamine, that's why people 
check their phones… When 
you watch live viewers go from 
4,000 to 8,000 to 10,000 to 
20,000 and then you go, Oh 
it's going back down and then 
BOOM! 32,000!  It feels like, it 
feels like a drug. There's no 
there’s, no other word.  And 
that's why people do so well 
with this.    - Tom, magician

Live Views
“I’ve used this analogy 
before. It’s like a 
stadium…Like holy 
shit, how many views 
does the Superbowl 
get?  
I just can’t fathom it.”
 – Alex, live streamer

5. gamification



5. Gamification

It is like a casino, because the numbers don’t always go 
up.  You don’t know if they’re gonna go up or down. 
Every set of bad numbers is a new problem for me to 
solve:  how do I get those numbers to go from red to 
green?  It’s compelling like a game.

-- Rick, founder

(primacy of play, Schull 2012)



6. fusion

I've gone from thinking that we're making shitty videos to 
going, now we’re making great entertainment and people 
love it.  And that’s, it’s a disturbing thing for elitists and for 
people who like high art, because yeah, we are—we are 
creating shit.  And people love it.

- Jude, magician



Algorithms are never wrong.  

Algorithms are infallible rules.

From the perspective of viral content 
creators, algorithms are accurate arbiters

(e.g., algorithms are an “camera,” not an 
engine, MacKenzie 2006; Espeland and Sauder 2007)

Creative laborers enact what they expect will 
be algorithmically-valued choices.

conclusions: the logic of cringe 





scaling up to theory



the influencer and the $5,000 handbag  

Abidin 2015; Bayme 2018; Christin 2020; Duffy 2018



Content farms
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IG Influencers

towards a theory of the value of attention online (Bourdieu 1993; 1996)

Mass audiences
Short term conversion
Situational authenticity
Relational withdrawal
Alienated labor 

Niche audiences
Long term conversion
Personal authenticity (Duffy 2017) 
Relational labor (Bayme 2016)



end 



I've always worked for my own pleasure. I've I've 
always worked because I want to change and inspire 
people.

If I can be the number one magician in the world, 
that's going to be awesome.

We are making a lot of money, that’s, the synonym of 
success, but it's bad because money's always altering 
the relations. 

Why do you do it? If you give me a good reason that is 
fulfilling for your life …but don't do it just for the 
money, because you're going to be disappointed. 

-- Xavier , 40, magician

resistance, the exception that proves the rule



Attention is a valuable and finite 
resource for which digital laborers 
compete (“attention economy,” 
Marwick 2013)

Attention capital 
Different strategies for gaining, 
mobilizing, and profiting from 
attention capital, depending on 
where one is located in the space 
of online cultural production. 

Theory:  Attention capital in the field of online cultural production 

1.  Authenticity  2. Audience imaginaries  3. Definitions of quality  4. Time horizons



Content farms
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towards a theory of the value of attention online

Drillers (Stuart)

Celebrities 

alienated judgement 


